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ABSTRACT
Singapore is one of the leading countries worldwide in the Cybersecurity field, and yet there
is a big gap: the lack of dialogue and collaboration among technologists, academics and
practitioners from other fields, e.g. law, policy, legislators, corporate board members, IoT
companies, the medical community, etc.
The trend in the US and UK has been to collaborate, and major universities such as Stanford,
MIT, Harvard, and Oxford have created law and society, law and technology, technology and
ethics centers. IEEE has a project to look at IT and Ethics. ENISA in Europe has been way ahead
of Asia in cybersecurity and policy collaborations. The RSA Asia-Pacific conferences held in
Singapore and San Francisco include lawyers as well as tech experts from governments and
industry in the region. Israel’s Cyber Tech shows also include a broad range of participants in
dialogue.
It’s time to assess what is in place in Singapore and what new programs and curricula might
be developed through collaboration by the various communities. This would enable
Singapore to maintain its top ranking worldwide and in the region in Cybersecurity inclusive
of Cyberlaw and Cyber policy.
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